Гдз перевод текста по английскому 7 класс кауфман
У нас вы можете скачать книгу гдз перевод текста по английскому 7 класс кауфман в fb2, txt, PDF, EPUB, doc, rtf, jar, djvu, lrf!

>>>> Скачать книгу гдз перевод текста по английскому 7
класс кауфман <<<<

Описание:
Перевод текста в упражнении 4 на русский язык из учебника Happy English. Перевод текста в упражнении 6 на русский язык из
учебника Happy English. Unit 9 Lesson 4 - A role model. Unit 9 Lesson 8,9 - The Battle of Hastings. Упражнение 7 Happy English 7. Unit 10
Lesson 1 - Rob disappears. Перевод письма агента Кьюта Боссу в упражнении 7 на русский язык из учебника Happy English.
Упражнение 2,A Happy English 7. Unit 10 Lesson 4 - How well do you know your friend?
Перевод текста в упражнениях 2, A на английский язык из учебника Happy English. Unit 8 Lesson 5 - At the match Перевод диалога в
упражнении 3 на русский язык из учебника Happy English. Unit 8 Lesson 6,7 - The ring crosses the sea Перевод текста в упражнении 3
на русский язык из учебника Happy English.
They were on holiday when we called. The sun was shining. All our Friends were watching us. I wanted to be the best. We were having a lot of
fun when our teacher came in and stopped the game. Complete the sentences with the right form of the verbs in brackets. She was playing when
they arrived. We were going up the street when we met him. Grandad was digging a hole when Mark saw him. He was looking for something
when I turned on the lamp. He was drinking juice when she came into the kitchen.
She was cooking dinner when he called. They were playing when the film began. We were going down the street when we met him. My mother
was buying vegetables when she saw me. Put the words in the right order and write sentences. I was sleeping when you called. I was having
breakfast when I arrived. Make questions from these sentences. When was my father cooking dinner this afternoon? She was writing a letter to her
friend when he phoned. Was she writing a letter to her friend when he phoned?
Who was writing a letter to her friend when he phoned? What was she doing when he phoned? When was she writing a letter to her friend? When
were we making a campfire? What was our teacher telling about when the bell rang? Where was my Granny sitting when it got dark? Were you
using the Internet? Were you watching a film with Friends? What were you doing? Here are the answers. What were you doing when I called?
What was Mum doing at the time?
Mum was cooking dinner at the time. Were you watching TV at 8 p. Yes, I was watching TV at 8 p. Was your brother watching TV at 8 p. My
brother was reading a newspaper. When did your brother arrive? My brother arrived when I was having a breakfast. Make sentences with the
words. He забывайте, что обстоятельство места стоит перед обстоятельством времени. What were you doing on Sunday morning?
Who was singing in your room yesterday morning? What was she buying in that shop yesterday evening?
When were they playing football? Найдите среди этих выражений вежливую просьбу. Match the expressions and the pictures. Could you
stick to the point?
F ind the best translation for the expressions 1. Make these sentences more polite. Use could Could you close the door? Could you wash up?

Could you answer my question? Could you help your mother? Could you make a cup of tea? This is a new e-mail from Agent Cute. He made a lot
of mistakes again.
Translate the letter into English. Yesterday when I came in the office. Boss was speaking on the phone. Boss was speaking with police. Boss was
not telling to me. He was looking for a document.
To cut a long story short, you must be in England in three days. Listen, read and find. Eurolines British Airlines ferry f 52 and f f Find the
translations of these sentences in the text.
It will take a long time. It took me only three and a half hours. How long does it take? Fill in the gaps with the words train, plane, bus. The train is
faster than bus, but it is not as fast as the plane. The train is more expensive than the bus, but it is not as expensive as the plane. The plane is not as
cheap as the bus, but it is faster than the train. The train is not as expensive as the plane, but it is more comfortable than the bus.
The bus is the cheapest. The plane is the most comfortable. Read the situations and write the sentences with it took. It took Agent Cute one hour
to write a letter to Misha.
It took Mary two days to read a book. It took us one day to clean the house.

